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Abstract—Since the origin of energy management systems,
state estimation applications have aided in automatic power
system operations, mainly for transmission systems. Currently,
however, smart grid concepts are modifying the behavior of
distribution systems through a rapid increase of controllable
distributed generators, demand response, and electric vehicles.
Consequently, the advanced metering infrastructure is provid-
ing a large amount of synchronized metering data with high
accuracy and resolution, which favors the development of state
estimation procedures to sustain distribution management sys-
tems. Therefore, this paper presents the formulation of a novel
algorithm for state estimation solution in distribution networks
using the Hamiltonian cycle theory, where the network states are
quickly obtained through a calculation scheme under the normal
operating conditions.

Index Terms—Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), auto-
matic operations, distribution management system (DMS),
Hamiltonian cycle, smart grid, state estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

SUPERVISORY control and data acquisition (SCADA)
systems traditionally connect two environments: 1) the

substation; and 2) the operation center [1]. In the beginning,
SCADA systems were implanted using a complex electrome-
chanical switching system based on dial telephone technol-
ogy able to read instruments and operate equipment. The
advent of the computer for control and processing transformed
SCADA systems into their present form, which allowed for
the employment of many advanced applications. As a result,
they have been renamed energy management systems (EMSs),
and they address state estimation as their main application to
provide a complete dataset for the real-time monitoring and
control of power systems [2]. Conventional state estimators
enable an accurate and efficient monitoring of line flows and
bus voltage magnitudes to identify the actual operating state,
which can be a normal, emergency or restorative state [3].
A state estimation application typically has the following
functions [4], [5].

1) Topology Processor: Defines the system topology via
status data of circuit breakers and switches.
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2) Observability Analysis: Determines the feasibility of
state estimation solution for the available measure-
ment set.

3) State Estimation Solution: Calculates the bus voltages
and line flows using the available measurement set.

4) Bad Data Processing: Identifies and eliminates the bad
data of the available measurement set.

5) Parameter and Structural Error Processing: Estimates
various network parameters and detects errors in the
network structure.

Since the 1970s, transmission systems have been oper-
ated by EMSs, which has motivated the development of
different state estimation methods, such as weighted least
squares (WLS) [6], least absolute value (LAV) [7] and
weighted LAV (WLAV) [8]. Only in the recent past
have power utilities implemented distribution automation to
enhance service quality, which has resulted in the rise of
distribution management systems (DMSs), for which one of
the main applications is also state estimation [19]. However,
transmission system state estimation methodologies cannot be
directly applied to a distribution system because the distri-
bution networks are unbalanced and radial and have a large
number of nodes and the impedance ratio R/X is larger than
or equal to 1 [9]–[21].

The 1990s were marked by the proposition of sev-
eral techniques for state estimation in distribution systems.
In [9], the least square state estimation problem is solved
using Kirchhoff’s laws alongside the statistical models of
loads that represent the distribution transformer loading.
Baran and Kelley [10] proposed a basic WLS approach where
the simplification of Jacobian matrix elements results in a state
estimation strongly dependent on forecasting of the loads.
In [11], a branch-current-based state estimator is developed
that attempts to incorporate the unbalanced nature of distri-
bution feeders but simplifies the network topology through
the pruning of lateral feeders. A current-based formulation is
also adopted by [12] where, first, the algorithm estimates the
pseudo-measurements in distribution transformers and, subse-
quently, the nonlinear equations are iteratively solved using
Newton’s method. Lin and Teng [13] presented a current-
based fast decoupled state estimation in rectangular form;
here, the constant gain matrix is decoupled into two matrices.
The decoupling is also employed by [14], which introduces
the zero injections measurements dealt with via the Lagrange
multipliers. Li [15] proposed a stochastic load model influ-
enced by time-varying and weather-related conditions. In [16],
a probabilistic model supports the non-normal statistical
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behavior of states and load diversity. Celik and Liu [17]
assumed the reliability of the measured data and use a modi-
fied version of the Gauss–Seidel load flow algorithm, but this
methodology does not support closed meshes and/or dispersed
generators (DG).

In 2000s, methodologies of distribution state estimation
were evaluated. In this way, Lubkeman et al. [18] performed
a field implementation of state estimation and discusses the
unsolved issues as the load modeling strategies. Baran [19]
concluded that more tailored methods need to be developed in
order to address practical problems of distribution operation.
Wang and Schulz [20] reviewed the branch-current method
and use data from automatic meter reading to estimate the
loads on the distribution transformers. Lastly, Singh et al. [21]
comparatively assessed the techniques of WLS, WLAV, and
Schweppe Huber generalized M. The final results showed that
the WLS algorithm works well whenever the noise character-
istic is known; for other cases, a new class of algorithms must
be developed.

The early 2010s have been influenced by smart grid
concepts that promote the integration and evolution of all
systems [22]. In the transition to the smart grid, a distribution
system requires the implementation of an advanced metering
infrastructure (AMI) with distributed command-and-control
strategies over all components, geographies and functions
of the system. The AMI equipment has a two-way com-
munication channel with the ability to measure and modify
customer service-level parameters. An example is the smart
meter, which is an essential piece of equipment for the
AMI architecture used to identify and measure power con-
sumption. The integration of AMI and DMS is expected
to bring promising advancements to various management
applications [2]. In this way, Taylor et al. [23] assumed the
existence of redundancy in the information data and suggests
the development of novel state estimation methods for distri-
bution networks that integrate the DG and smart meters with
low-computation time.

This paper follows the smart grid trend and develops a novel
state estimation method based on the smart metering sys-
tem. The proposed method employs a suitable distribution
transformer model to couple the state estimation of medium-
voltage (MV) and low-voltage (LV) networks, which allows
the creation of a sequence of calculation for each unknown
state using the solution of the Hamiltonian cycle problem.
In Section II, the proposed state estimation algorithm for the
distribution system is described in detail, as well as its math-
ematical formulation. Numerical results, obtained using the
estimator under a real distribution network, are presented and
discussed in Section III. Lastly, conclusion and future works
are enumerated in Section IV.

II. STATE ESTIMATION ALGORITHM

Many EMS advanced applications, such as online load flow,
load forecast, economic dispatch, stability analysis, security
assessment and restoration strategy, employ the data pro-
vided by the state estimation algorithm to perform their
tasks [4] once the state estimation can determine a reliable

set of system voltages through the processing of known
network states

� = {ω|ω ∈ J ∪ V ∪ I} (1)

� = {ψ |ψ ∈ � � ω is measured} (2)

X = {χ |χ ∈ � � ω is unknown}. (3)

In power systems, network states are the sets of bus current
injections, J, bus voltages, V, and branch currents, I, whose
union produces the set of states, �, as given by (1). The smart
metering system measures some network states that jointly
construct the set of measurements, �, formulated by (2).
Finally, (3) expresses the set of unknown states, X, obtained
by the remainder states that complement � to �. Thus, state
estimation algorithms typically obtain the values of X using
the values of � and a sequence of multiple regressions. As
an alternative to the traditional approach, the proposed state
estimation is performed using the solution of the Hamiltonian
cycle problem; however, before introducing its mathematical
formulation, some models employed by the proposed approach
are developed.

A. Voltage and Current Equations

The distribution network behavior is linear for certain
loading conditions, but its mathematical formulation, which
calculates the network states, is nonlinear because the distri-
bution network is modeled using a large and complex electric
circuit. Alternately, the distribution network can be seen as
an array of many small and simple electrical circuits (net-
work zones) that have linear solutions obtained by Kirchhoff’s
current laws (KCL) and Kirchhoff’s voltage laws (KVL).
Table I describes some network zones through the single-
line diagram and the mathematical formulation that solves
the unknown state for two sweep modes: 1) backward; and
2) forward.

In the backward sweep, the upstream unknown states,
İU and V̇U , can be estimated whenever the set of required
states, �1(İU) or �2(V̇U), are known. In (4), the upstream
branch current, [İU]3×1, is modeled by KCL, and it is equal
to the bus current injection, [J̇U]3×1, plus the summation of
all currents flowing into the downstream adjacent branches.
Equation (5) expresses the model of the upstream bus voltage,
[V̇U]3×1, using KVL, where it is equal to a downstream bus
voltage, [V̇D]3×1, plus the voltage drop over the downstream
adjacent branch.

Similarly, the forward sweep can estimate the unknown
downstream states, İD and V̇D, whenever the set of required
states, �3(İD), �4(V̇D) or �5(İD), are known. In (6), any
downstream branch current, [İD]3×1, is modeled by KCL,
and it is equal to the upstream adjacent branch current,
[İU]3×1, minus the upstream bus current injection, [J̇U]3×1,
minus the summation of all currents flowing into the adjacent
branches. Equation (7) expresses the model of the down-
stream bus voltage, [V̇D]3×1, using KVL, where it is equal
to the upstream bus voltage, [V̇U]3×1, minus the voltage drop
over its adjacent branch. The downstream branch current,
[İD]3×1, can also be modeled by (8), where it is equal to
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TABLE I
SINGLE-LINE DIAGRAM OF THE NETWORK ZONES AND THEIR EQUATIONS TO CALCULATE THE UNKNOWN STATES

the upstream bus voltage, [V̇U]3×1, minus a remote down-
stream bus voltage, [V̇n]3×1, and then this voltage drop is
divided by the summation of all series-connected impedances
between these two buses. This last equation is only used when
there is no current injection between the buses with known
voltages.

Network zones are discretized elements that have branches
and buses from the distribution network. The branches can be
distribution lines or transformers. The distribution transformers
are typical devices that connect the MV network to the LV
network and may cause a phase angle deviation in the voltage
and current values according to the connection type. Given
this, the mathematical formulations of the network zones must
be improved to support the operational characteristics of the
distribution transformer.

B. Distribution Transformer Model

The distribution transformer can be seen as a quadripole,
where the parameters of the mathematical formulation are
obtained from the information card and short- and open-circuit
tests. Fig. 1 shows the electrical diagram of a distribution
transformer modeled via the quadripole concepts.

The most common quadripoles, or two-port mathematical
models, are referred to as z-, y-, h-, g-, and ABCD-parameters,
and they are described by a 2-by-2 square matrix of complex
numbers. The distribution transformer model contains what are
referred to as hybrid parameters (h-parameters), and its diago-
nal h-parameters are dimensionless due to the requirement of

Fig. 1. Analysis of the distribution transformer as quadripole.

various power flow algorithms to calculate the primary current,
İP, on the backward sweep and the secondary voltage, V̇S, on
the forward sweep

[
İP
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[
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]
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]
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(10)

The distribution transformer model per phase is expressed
by (9), and its adaptation for calculations in three-phase net-
works is given by (10). In the distribution transformer model
for three-phase networks, a matrix of phase angle deviation,
[�]3×3, is added. This matrix is the result of the incidence
analysis over the transformer terminals for different types of
connections. Table II presents the element values of the matrix
of phase angle deviation for the main distribution transformer
connection types.
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TABLE II
MATRIX OF PHASE ANGLE DEVIATION FOR

SEVERAL CONNECTION TYPES

TABLE III
TRANSFORMATION RATIO FOR SEVERAL CONNECTION TYPES

The transformation ratio, Kn, which is given by the relation
between the input voltage and the output voltage, also has
its value modified according to the distribution transformer
connection type. Table III summarizes the values of Kn for
the main distribution transformer connection types
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⎝PCu

S3ϕ
+ j

√
Z2

% −
(

PCu

S3ϕ

)2
⎞
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(
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)

.

(12)

The primary line voltage, VPL, and the secondary line
voltage, VSL, are values found on the information card of
a distribution transformer, where additional values are also
found, such as the three-phase power, S3ϕ , and percentage
impedance, Z%, which are employed to calculate the dispersion
impedance, ZD, and magnetization admittance, Ym, as given
by (11) and (12). In addition to the values from the informa-
tion card, the results of the short- and open-circuit tests, such
as the copper loss, PCu, and iron loss, PFe, are also used to
calculate the values of ZD and Ym that fill the diagonals of the
matrices [ZD]3×3 and [Ym]3×3, respectively.

Once the distribution transformer model was formulated, the
Table I equations could be adapted through simple algebraic
manipulations to support branches that have a distribution
transformer

[
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Fig. 2. Representation of breakpoint. (a) Conventional way. (b) Real behavior.

If the distribution transformer is comparable to a branch,
then the upstream states are the primary values and the down-
stream states are the secondary values of the transformer. In
this way, (13) and (14) express the upstream branch current
and upstream bus voltage, respectively, for a distribution trans-
former in the backward sweep mode, while (15) and (16)
express the downstream branch current and downstream bus
voltage for a distribution transformer in the forward sweep
mode. In summary, the quadripole transformer model fully
operates in the backward/forward sweep mode without the
matrices inversion eliminating singularity problem.

C. Meshed Distribution Networks

The transformer is not the unique particularity of electri-
cal networks, e.g., meshed distribution networks have special
buses named breakpoints that close the loops; thus, the divi-
sion of a meshed network into many network zones creates
network zones with two branch currents converging to one
breakpoint because the direction of branch currents is given
in the conventional way [see Fig. 2(a)].

In the conventional way, the network zone of the breakpoint
has two opposite currents, one from the left, [İi,L]3×1, and
another from the right, [İi,R]3×1, which does not correspond
to the real behavior because the breakpoint is a passing bus
instead of a drain bus. Indeed, the directions of currents are
unknown, as in Fig. 2(b)[

İU
]

3×1 = [
İi,L
]

3×1 = [
İi,R
]

3×1 = [
İD
]

3×1. (17)

Equality (17) is essential to preserve the robustness of
Table I’s equations. In the backward sweep, the upstream
unknown states are estimated by the downstream known states,
thereby, from the left branch’s perspective, [İi,L]3×1 is the
upstream unknown state and is equal to [İi,R]3×1, which is
the downstream known state, and, from the right branch’s
perspective, a similar correspondence is used.

In the network zone of the breakpoint, the directions of the
branch currents are unknown, as is the estimation model of
each unknown state; therefore, a search procedure is needed
to determine the estimation model of each unknown state and
the instant when each unknown state should be calculated.

D. Hamiltonian Cycle Problem

In mathematics, a graph represents a set of points (ver-
tices) and lines (edges) where each line connects two points.
A particular graph type is the Hamiltonian graph, which has
one or more Hamiltonian cycles where each vertex is vis-
ited only once according to a Hamiltonian path [24], [25].
If the elements of X are disposed in a Hamiltonian graph
where each vertex assumes one element χi, i.e., each ver-
tex takes an unknown state, then there must be a suitable
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Hamiltonian path able to provide a sequence of calculation of
the unknown states. In this way, one of the main objectives of
the proposed procedure of distribution system state estimation
is the solution of the Hamiltonian cycle problem in a man-
ner that can be formulated as an integer linear programming
problem

min F(X) =
nX∑
j=1

Cj (18)

subject to
nX∑

i=1,i �=j

hij = 1, j = 1, 2, . . . , nX (19)

nX∑
j=1,i �=j

hij = 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , nX (20)

si − sj + nXhij ≤ nX − 1, si �= nX, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , nX

(21)

A( j) = {
χi|si < sj

}
, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , nX (22)

Cj =
{

0, if �k(χj) ⊂ A( j) ∪ �

1, otherwise
, j = 1, 2, . . . , nX

(23)

1 ≤ si �= sj ≤ nX, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , nX (24)

hij,Cj ∈ {0, 1} (25)

si ∈ Z. (26)

In (18), F(X) is the objective function of the proposed
Hamiltonian cycle problem, and it has an optimal value equal
to zero when the suitable Hamiltonian cycle is found by the
optimization process that uses the restrictions from (19) to (24)
as the pathfinder. Equations (19) and (20) are typical con-
straints of the travelling salesman problem, and they aid in the
creation of arbitrary cycles. A square binary matrix [H]nX×nX

can represent these arbitrary cycles of the graph with nX ver-
tices, where the binary element hij is equal to 1 whenever
there is an edge oriented from the vertex of χi to the ver-
tex of χj and equal to 0 when there is not such an edge.
Constraint (19) avoids the repetition of the value 1 in the
matrix rows, while (20) avoids such repetition in the matrix
columns. In this way, each vertex is visited only once by one
or more disjoint cycles.

Constraint (21) forces the construction of the Hamiltonian
cycle; for example, Fig. 3(c) shows the matrix [H]6×6 for the
two disjoint cycles illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Despite the com-
pliance with (19) and (20), this matrix is infeasible because
it contradicts (21), i.e., s3 − s2 + nXh32 = 8 is not less than
or equal to nX − 1 = 5. Alternately, Fig. 3(d) demonstrates
a feasible matrix that represents the Hamiltonian cycle shown
in Fig. 3(b). The variable si is the cycle step and indicates
the instant when the vertex of χi is visited; consequently,
the set A( j) contains all visited vertices until the visit to the
vertex of χj, as given by (22). In other words, if the esti-
mation model, f (�k(χj)), of the unknown state is obtained
during the visit to its vertex, then the set A( j) accumulates
all of the unknown states whose values were already mod-
eled in a previous visit. In this way, (23) expresses the cost

Fig. 3. Construction of the binary matrix [H]6×6. (a) Two disjoint
cycles. (b) Hamiltonian cycle. Matrix representation of (c) disjoint cycles
and (d) Hamiltonian cycle.

of a visit to vertex of χj, and this cost, Cj, is equal to zero
whenever the set of required states, �k(χj), is a subset of
the union of sets A( j) and �. Table I establishes five basic
estimation models and their sets of required states, �1(İU),
�2(V̇U), �3(İD), �4(V̇D), and �5(İD), for each network
zone; however, these sets can vary according to the network
zone components. Thus, the original set �1(İU) is altered to
�BP

1 (İU) = {İD} when the network zone has a breakpoint
and to �DT

1 (İU) = {İD, V̇D} in the presence of a distribu-
tion transformer that also modifies the original set �3(İD) to
�DT

3 (İD) = {İU, V̇U}.
The cycle step, si, is an integer that varies, without repeti-

tion, from one to the number of unknown states, nX , as given
by (24). Lastly, the edge that closes the Hamiltonian cycle
(si = nX) is removed to produce the Hamiltonian path, i.e.,
the sequence of calculation of the unknown states.

E. Hamiltonian Cycle via Specialized Algorithm

The Hamiltonian cycle problem is an NP-hard problem,
and, as such, it requires a high-computational cost to find any
Hamiltonian cycle without violating the constraints from (19)
to (21) when the search space is large. The reduction of
the search space is an efficient approach that dramatically
decreases the computational processing time, allowing for the
application of the proposed methodology for real-time con-
trol. Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of a specialized algorithm
where an auxiliary cycle is swept downward and upward
during the searching procedure for a suitable Hamiltonian
cycle.

First, the algorithm arranges the elements of the set X within
the auxiliary cycle; thereby, more peripheral state variables
stay at the end of the auxiliary cycle, whereas the state vari-
ables near the substation stay at the beginning of the auxiliary
cycle. Second, the initialization is performed, e.g., the sweep is
set to downward and all values of Cj are set to 1. Subsequently,
the algorithm starts the procedure for the construction of the
Hamiltonian cycle using (22) and (23). If the value of Cj is
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Fig. 4. Flowchart of the algorithm used to find the Hamiltonian cycle.

equal to 1, the vertex of χj is not included in the Hamiltonian
cycle under construction, and then the set A( j) is built and
the possibility of modeling the value of χj is verified. In the
case of confirmation of the possibility, the addition of one
edge to the Hamiltonian cycle under construction is performed.
In other words, the estimation model f (�k(χj)) is specified
and attributed to fstep, the value of Cj goes to zero and si

assumes the value of the cycle step, which is also incremented
by one unit. These procedures are repeated by the algorithm
throughout the entire downward sweep. Thereafter, the mini-
mization of F(X) is verified, i.e., if its value is equal to zero,
then the Hamiltonian cycle under construction is concluded,
and the algorithm stops the construction process; otherwise,
a new upward sweep is started to complete the Hamiltonian
cycle. The algorithm continues performing new sweeps until
it completes the Hamiltonian cycle.

The specialized algorithm used to find the suitable
Hamiltonian cycle is a routine of the full procedure of state
estimation, as shown by Fig. 5, where the solution of the
optimization problem is only performed when the distribution
system is alarmed due to a change of topology or a fault of the
AMI. Under normal operating conditions, state estimation is
rapidly performed via the Hamiltonian path, where an updated
set of measurements is employed to calculate each value of
fstep, i.e., the estimation of each unknown state.

Fig. 5. Flowchart of the proposed procedure of state estimation.

Fig. 6. Topological diagram of the simplified distribution network.

F. Case Study: Simplified Distribution Network

The case study illustrates the execution of the specialized
algorithm over a simplified distribution network that has a sat-
isfactory number of electrical devices and a realistic topology.
Furthermore, the redundancy of the AMI infrastructure is
broken, and only some loads are metered.

Fig. 6 shows the diagram of the simplified network that
allows for the construction of the set of measurements, � =
{V̇2, İ2, V̇10, İ10, V̇12, İ12, V̇16, İ16}, whose size is n� =
8. Analogously, it is possible construct the set of unknown
states, X, whose size is nX = 35.

The states are indexed in concordance to the network topol-
ogy. In this way, the states enter sequentially into the auxiliary
cycle (χ1 = J̇1, χ2 = V̇1, . . . , χ35 = V̇18), as shown by
Fig. 7. The downward sweep scans the unknown states from
χ35 to χ1, while the upward sweep scans the unknown states
from χ1 to χ35 in order to find the estimation model of
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Fig. 7. Hamiltonian path obtained by the specialized algorithm.

TABLE IV
SEQUENCE OF CALCULATION OBTAINED FROM THE HAMILTONIAN PATH

each χj. In each sweep, the algorithm constructs a section
of the Hamiltonian cycle; for example, Fig. 7 shows the sec-
tions constructed by the first, second, and third sweeps. The
final product is the Hamiltonian path that is a sequence of cal-
culation for each unknown state through the found estimation
model, as given by Table IV.

III. ASSESSMENT OF THE STATE ESTIMATION

The distribution network in [26], which was used to assess
the performance of the proposed state estimation algorithm,
is a real network and has an MV level equal to 13.8 kV and
an LV level of 220 V. Fig. 8 summarizes the network topol-
ogy of several electrical devices, such as loads, distribution
transformers, capacitors, distributed generators, and switches.
The reduced topological diagram includes one LV network,

but each distribution transformer has a downstream LV net-
work. The entire real distribution network has 3756 states,
of which 1016 states are measured and 2740 states are
unknown. The measurement of states was performed using
508 smart meters installed initially in each load of the testing
system.

The state estimation procedure has two conditions that
require the creation of a new sequence of calculation:
1) a change of topology; and 2) a fault of the AMI. The
first condition occurs during restoration procedures where
switches are opened and closed to clean a fault of the
distribution network, changing the original topology of the
network. In the second condition, the AMI architecture can-
not measure some network states because the communication
system or a certain quantity of smart meters is not work-
ing perfectly. In this way, the assessment procedure should
chiefly verify the state estimation performance for these two
conditions.

A. Change of Topology

The testing distribution network has a radial topology when
the switches SW1 and SW2 are opened. Fig. 9 shows a disper-
sion chart that indicates errors of voltage and current in each
bus of the radial network. The errors were obtained by the
absolute value of the difference between estimated states and
states collected from a smart grid simulation environment [27],
i.e., |ISE

i − IPF
i | for current and |VSE

i − VPF
i | for voltage. The

dispersion chart demonstrates that the current errors reached
a maximum value of 40×10−8 A while voltage errors achieved
a maximum value of 25 × 10−8 V for all buses of the
distribution network.

The change of the topology of the test network was made
by closing switches SW1 and SW2, which created two loops
and changed the network topology from radial to meshed. This
meshed network requested a new Hamiltonian path to estimate
the unknown states. Fig. 10 shows the performance of the state
estimation procedure for the meshed network. In comparison
to the performance for the radial network, the dispersion chart
demonstrates a slight difference of the state estimation per-
formance because of the utilization of a different Hamiltonian
path constructed using the addition of (17). The state esti-
mation again achieved errors of voltage and current of the
order 10−8.

The previous results confirm the immunity of the state esti-
mation algorithm to the change of topology, showing that the
proposed methodology works well for a smart grid that has
a meshed network. Furthermore, the results also demonstrated
that the behavior of other electrical devices, such as capaci-
tors, distributed generators, and distribution transformers, did
not influence the performance of the proposed methodology
of state estimation.

The fluctuation of the power consumption throughout the
day is an important characteristic of the electrical loads
and determines the behavior of the distribution networks.
The assessment of the influence of load fluctuation on the
state estimation method is needed to guarantee its efficiency.
Fig. 11 shows a dispersion chart that was built by the errors of
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Fig. 8. Topological diagram of real distribution network that was used to assess the state estimation.

Fig. 9. Performance of the state estimation for the radial network.

apparent power of each bus of the distribution network over the
hours of a day. Similar to the errors of voltage and current, the
differences of the apparent power remained small. Moreover,
more drastic variations occurred between 2 and 4 h when
the apparent power error achieved values of approximately
20 × 10−3 VA. Fortunately, observed variations were not suf-
ficiently large to impact the performance of the distribution
system state estimation.

Until now, the distribution system state estimation algorithm
was assessed against an ideal metering system by which values
of voltage and current are measured without errors. In [26],
the simulation platform permits the emulation of smart meters
through the addition of the quantization noise to the monitored
electrical parameters. Fig. 12 shows the performance of the
state estimation when the quantization noise is added to all
measurements.

The quantization noise had a seemingly uniform distribution
over the interval of −23 × 10−5 to 23 × 10−5 p.u. of apparent
power error, where the greatest frequencies of the estimation
error also occurred, as expected. However, the estimation error

Fig. 10. Performance of the state estimation for the meshed network.

Fig. 11. Performance of the state estimation throughout the day.

propagated beyond this error interval; fortunately, the occur-
rence frequencies were small and decreased with the increase
of the apparent power error. This influence of quantization
noise on the state estimation procedure was quantitatively mea-
sured through the calculation of common performance metrics,
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Fig. 12. State estimation performance for the addition of quantization noise.

Fig. 13. Performance of the state estimation under a fault of the AMI.

such as average error, μ = 7.17 × 10−5, and error variance,
σ 2 = 6.21 × 10−3. Furthermore, the calculation of the mean
absolute error, MAE = 16.48 × 10−5, revealed how close the
estimated states were to the simulated states.

Regarding gross errors, the state estimation application must
have a bad data processing ability to detect and eliminate
these erroneous measurements. The measurement elimination
behaves as a fault of the AMI that requires the construction of
a new Hamiltonian cycle because a portion of the measured
states is lost and this increases the size of the set of unknown
states.

B. Fault of the AMI

Measurement faults are consequences of data loss due to
failures of the communication system or the bad operation
of smart meters. The assessment of the robustness evaluates
the capability of the state estimation algorithm to continue
operation even after measurement loss. The condition of mea-
surement loss was simulated by the removal of a certain
percentage of smart meters from the distribution network.
Fig. 13 presents the results of the simulation of measure-
ment loss for the removal of 0%, 5%, 10%, and 15% of the
smart meters. The histogram of the apparent power average
error compares the performance of the state estimation algo-
rithm for different scenarios of simulation. The state estimation
procedure converged in all of the simulation scenarios, and
the greatest occurrence frequencies were in the range from
0 to 3 × 10−5 of the average error. In the scenario of the

TABLE V
COMPUTATIONAL COST (ms)

removal of 15% of the smart meters, only 22% of all states
were known.

The computational cost is another important assessment cri-
terion for any state estimation algorithm; thus, the processing
time was measured for the different scenarios of measurement
loss that can influence the state estimation performance. The
computational environment employed to measure the process-
ing time is an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU running at 2.0 GHz
with 2.0 GB of RAM. The time to find the Hamiltonian cycle
slightly increased from 51.23 to 52.09 ms over all scenar-
ios, whereas the time to estimate the network states increased
by 200 μs for the same assessment interval, as presented by
Table V. The results of the computational cost highlight the
rapidness of the proposed state estimation procedure, as it
spends only 1.5 ms to calculate the network states under nor-
mal operating conditions, which are predominant and represent
more than 90% of the operation time.

IV. CONCLUSION

The pseudo-measurement, used to forecast the distribution
transformer loads, is the major error source of the tradi-
tional distribution state estimation methods. The proposed state
estimation algorithm does not require statistical models to esti-
mate the nonmeasured loads and is also designed to operate the
MV networks in conjunction with LV networks, as established
by the smart grid concepts that stimulate the introduction of
consumers in the operation of the distribution grid. Moreover,
the proposed methodology only uses the iterative algorithm
to find the Hamiltonian cycle under the contingency condi-
tion, which is relatively a short time interval, in comparison
to the normal condition, when the network states are obtained
by direct calculations with low computational cost, producing
a quick state estimation that is ideal for smart grid operations.

The numerical results demonstrated the immunity of the
proposed state estimation procedure to network topology
change and its compatibility with several types of electrical
devices of the distribution network. The addition of quantiza-
tion noise demonstrated the error propagation and its reduced
impact on the state estimation. Additionally, the simulations
of fault of the AMI architecture showed that the proposed
state estimation procedure remained working with small errors
even after the loss of 15% of measurements. In this way, the
state estimation also demonstrated immunity to faults of the
AMI architecture, which should be an essential requirement
for smart grid operation due to the deep integration between
the power and communication systems.
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